
Feed back about Foundation Course 22-23 

My name is G.DHIVAKARAN, a first year I’m a studying at 

Annapoorana medical college and Hospital, Salem, I’m writing this feedback 

letter not only with words, but as a visible gratitude to the institution and 

faculties for admitting me and conducting the “Foundation Course”. 

As any one says Foundation Course is a bridge course for people 

transferring from schools to med-schools. Foundation course was conducted 

both online and offline mode for period of 1 month . 

It is not that easy to hope for tomorrow after failures in NEET more than 

twice, per normally I. It didn’t happened on one day but when I got allotted I 

didn’t salt that great, as ”Man always think about flying squirrel” I am not an 

exception. 

But after the first foundation class I started realizing that, we did 

something great as most of people were unable to do. 

In very first class they named us an IMG  like a new born and started 

teaching us like ”Doctor Producing new Doctors”. 

The  class on medical ethics was so good. The day I realized myself as a 

“Future Doctor”. They think is, as a Doctor we can’t like a life away from 

ethics. 

The class took on History of medicine. I learned about the Greeks made 

the symbol of medicine called “Caduceus” which was worn by Doctor of 

centuries. 

My mind filling class happened on topic, “The vaccination and 

immunization”. Here the Doctor asked us to take  vaccination for “Hapatities-

B” for safety of medicos against prick injuries. 



The ice breaking was conducted by all the faculties of all the department, first of 

all hey allowed us to introduce, they taught us about basic life support. Like 

CPR, Attitude, Ethics, Communication by Dr. Niruba mam. 

Dr. Dhanasekarar sir explained about “Medical curriculum entire MBBS 

course schedule, examinations, and new NMC regulation of IMG academic 

activities, and Assessments in our college ”. 

Anesthesia Department did a live demonstration of CPR and it 

was very interesting to watch and we had  hands on session using 

phone app and mannequins. 

Thank you all the faculties & My AMCH 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



Feed back about Foundation Course 22-23 

Premapuja. M 

 Foundation Classes were intresting & understandable, doubts were also 

clarified by teacher’s. 

 Domains of learning made us to learn that we should master  in all 

aspects from cognitive, affective and pshycomotor skills. 

 They taught about, IMG, Group dynamics, History of medicine, BLS, 

Time management, usage of smart phones in medicine field ,Medical 

curriculum by NMC and basic values (or) qualities that a doctor must 

posses. 

 In online demonstration in form of  videos was done. 

 Dr.N.Vijayakumari madam demonstrated with group activity about how 

group dynamics contribute to attain our goals. 

 Using of computer in medical education was demonstrated. 

 Importance of language and communication in medical field was 

emphasized. 

 Class on stress management was an eye-opener to handle stress in daily 

life. 

 We were allowed to see lots of specimens and labs during our offline 

foundation class. 

Thank you Mam/Sir 

 

Feed back about Foundation Course 22-23 

S. Soundharya 



Foundation course made us orient well to College, Hospital and 

facultiesof our college. 

IMG – Indian Medical Graduate is a first class.  IMG main goal is Health 

for all people and make a healthy living. This goal inspired everyone of us.  

Life of doctor how they sacrifice their time with family, their enjoyment, sleep 

etc was insisted. Doctors are real heros in our life. Doctors role as a 

professional, communicator, clinician, leader & member of a group, and life 

long learner also was understood. 

Class on overview of MBBS course by DR.G.Dhansekar sir introduced us 

to website of our College ,5 years of medical student life in campus and 

academic activities in our curriculum . 

Class on Biosafety and waste management by Department Of 

Microbiology faculties was a very useful. In visible dust to use soap only and 

invisible dust to use sanitizers for hand wash also was told 

Segregation of the waste products based on color code demonstration was 

very useful. Donning and doffing techniques was taught.Precaution from needle 

stick injuries was insisted in the session. 

My dream is to become a good doctor. Foundation course inspired me to 

work hard to achieve my dream. 

Thank you for all staff’s of our college. 

  

 

 

  


